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New Circular Economy Action Plan and GPP

2. A SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT POLICY FRAMEWORK

2.2 Empowering consumers and public buyers

the Commission will propose minimum mandatory green public procurement
(GPP) criteria and targets in sectoral legislation and phase in compulsory
reporting to monitor the uptake of Green Public Procurement (GPP) without
creating unjustified administrative burden for public buyers.

Furthermore, the Commission will continue to support capacity building with
guidance, training and dissemination of good practices and encouraging public
buyers to take part in a “Public Buyers for Climate and Environment” initiative,
which will facilitate exchanges among buyers committed to GPP implementation.
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• Council Conclusions to be adopted in the Environment Council on 17 December in Brussels. DE 
Presidency has issued a first draft text which was discussed in the Working Parties on environment on 4 
and 23 September 

• European Parliament Report’s rapporteur: MEP Jan Huitema (RE). Committee vote: 7 December; 
Plenary vote: January 2021

• Committee of the Regions Opinion’s rapporteur: Mr. Tjisse Stelpstra. Adoption: ENVE commission, 9 
September; Plenary 10-12 October 2020

• European Economic Social Committee Opinion’s rapporteur: Mr. Antonello Pezzini, Co-rapporteur 
Mr. Cillian Lohan (also ECESP Steering Group member). Adoption: 15 July 2020

• Update on the European Circular Economy Stakeholder Platform: 

o A new Coordination Group has been established on 17 September

o Launch of #EUCircularTalks– online dialogues to accelerate the circular transition

Circular economy action plan 2020
Inter-institutional



Sustainable Product Policy Initiative (SPPI)

• The new Circular Economy Action Plan (CEAP) introduces 
a new policy framework addressing all products 
placed on the EU market, supporting more sustainable 
patterns of consumption and cutting waste by e.g. 
promoting better design

• A central role will be played by the legislative proposal 
for a sustainable product policy initiative 

• SPPI to propose revising the Ecodesign Directive,
extend its scope beyond energy-related products and 
make it deliver on circularity; other legislative or non-
legislative proposals may be considered if needed

• SPPI prepared in close coordination with other initiatives 
under CEAP, especially on Empowering consumers for 
the green transition and on Green Claims

Public consultation open on the inception impact assessment for this 
initiative until 02.11.2020. 4



Why is it needed?

• Many products break down too quickly, cannot be 
easily reused, repaired or recycled, and many are 
made for single use only. 

• There is still no comprehensive set of requirements to 
ensure that all products become increasingly 
sustainable and stand the test of circularity.

• There is not sufficient incentives for manufacturers to 
internalise product-related externalities and act along 
value chains to make products more sustainable. 

Sustainable Product Policy Initiative (SPPI)
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• Widening the scope of the Ecodesign Directive to the broadest possible range 
of products 

• Establishing sustainability principles and setting product requirements on:
o Improving product durability, reusability, upgradability and reparability

o Increasing recycled content in products and facilitating remanufacturing, 
including possible measures on production processes

o Restricting single-use, countering premature obsolescence, banning the 
destruction of unsold durable goods

o Incentivising product-as-a-service

o Mandatory labelling a/o provision of information in the form of a digital 
product passport

o Rewarding sustainable products by linking incentives to sustainability 
performance levels; minimum sustainability requirements on public 
procurement of products

o Addressing social aspects throughout the lifecycle of products where 
feasible

Priority to CEAP key value chains and intermediate products 
such as steel, cement, chemicals

Sustainable Product Policy Initiative (SPPI)
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Electronics and ICT

Batteries & vehicles

Packaging

Plastics

Textiles

Construction & buildings

Sustainable Product Policy Initiative (SPPI)

Key product value chain
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Green claims initiative

This initiative will require companies to substantiate claims they make about 
the environmental footprint of their products/services by using standard 
methods for quantifying them. 

The aim is to make the claims reliable, comparable and verifiable across 
the EU – reducing ‘greenwashing’ (companies giving a false impression of their 
environmental impact). 

This should help commercial buyers and investors make more sustainable 
decisions and increase consumer confidence in green labels and information. 

A public consultation is open on this initiative until 3.12.2020. 
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https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12511-Environmental-
claims-based-on-environmental-footprint-methods



Consumer policy – strengthening the role 
of consumers in the green transition

Helping consumers play their part in achieving a more sustainable economy 
(‘green’ transition) is a key goal of the EU consumer policy revision (the 
‘consumer agenda’). 
This initiative mainly aims to:
• ensure that consumers obtain reliable & useful information on products, e.g. 
on their lifespan and repair options 
• prevent overstated environmental information (‘greenwashing’) and sale of 
products with a covertly shortened lifespan 
• set minimum requirements for sustainability logos & labels.
•
•A public consultation is open on this initiative until 6.10.2020.
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https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12467-Empowering-the-
consumer-for-the-green-transition

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12467-Empowering-the-consumer-for-the-green-transition/public-consultation
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12467-Empowering-the-consumer-for-the-green-transition


Reducing packaging waste – review of rules

In a ‘circular economy’, waste is reduced and goods are re-used and recycled as 
much as possible. This means that packaging waste should also be reduced, 
and packaging should be made easier to recycle.

The Commission will review the requirements on packaging and packaging 
waste in the EU. This will include assessing how to:
• improve packaging design to promote reuse and recycling
• increase recycled content in packaging
• tackle excessive packaging 
• reduce packaging waste
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Stakeholder consultation envisaged on GPP in November 2020 



Batteries – modernising EU rules

EU law aims to minimise batteries’ harmful effects on the environment. The 
rules cover their full life cycle, from design & production to reuse & recycling. 

In line with the Green Deal and other sustainability-related policies, this 
initiative would update EU rules to ensure:

• all batteries are produced sustainably (i.e. with low resource consumption 
and little waste generated) and can be easily recycled 
• any batteries used in the growing market for electric vehicles are 
sustainable
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Deforestation and forest degradation –
reducing the impact of products placed on 

the EU market
Forests are home to 80% of the world’s terrestrial biodiversity. Activities related 
to forestry and other land use — primarily deforestation — were responsible for 
12% of greenhouse gas emissions. 
Around 80% of global deforestation is driven by agricultural expansion, a 
phenomenon which has roots in the global demand for products such as palm 
oil, soya and beef.
The Commission seeks to minimise the EU’s contribution to deforestation and 
forest degradation worldwide and promote the consumption of products from 
deforestation-free supply chains in the EU.
It will carry out an impact assessment of regulatory and non-regulatory options 
for additional demand side measures to minimize the risk that products 
linked to deforestation are placed on the EU market and to develop a definition 
of deforestation-free supply chains.

12A public consultation is open on this initiative until 10.12.2020.

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12137-Minimising-the-risk-of-deforestation-and-forest-degradation-associated-with-products-placed-on-the-EU-market
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12137-Minimising-the-risk-of-deforestation-and-forest-degradation-associated-with-products-placed-on-the-EU-market/public-consultation


EU energy efficiency directive – evaluation 
and review 

Under the European Green Deal, the Commission has committed to stronger
action on climate change. It aims to assess how the EU’s greenhouse gas
emissions could responsibly be reduced by at least 50% to 55% by 2030

As the efficient use of energy is key to achieving such a target, the review aims 
to provide insights into how the EED could be revised to:

• achieve a higher level of greenhouse gas reduction by 2030 
• contribute to other European Green Deal initiatives

According to the current energy efficiency directive (2012/27/EU, amended in 2018 by Directive
2018/2002) the public sector must lead by example by renovating 3% of buildings owned and occupied
by the central governments starting from 01 January 2014 and by including energy efficiency
considerations in public procurement.
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https://ec.europa.eu/energy/topics/energy-efficiency/targets-directive-and-rules/energy-efficiency-directive_en#content-heading-0


EU Biodiversity Strategy for 2030 and GPP

Public authorities’ purchasing power represents 14% of EU GDP and can serve as a
powerful driver of demand for the products and services of companies that invest in or
contribute to nature-based solutions.

To tap into this potential, when proposing further legislation and guidance on green
public procurement, the Commission will integrate criteria and monitoring to
boost nature-based solutions.

COM (2020) 380 final of 20.5.2020

3.ENABLING TRANSFORMATIVE CHANGE

3.3.2.Investments, pricing and taxation
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https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1590574123338&uri=CELEX:52020DC0380


Farm to Fork Strategy and GPP

To improve the availability and price of sustainable food and to promote healthy and
sustainable diets in institutional catering, the Commission will determine the best way
of setting minimum mandatory criteria for sustainable food procurement.

This will help cities, regions and public authorities to play their part by sourcing
sustainable food for schools, hospitals and public institutions and it will also boost
sustainable farming systems, such as organic farming.

The Commission will lead by example and reinforce sustainability standards in the catering
contract for its canteens. It will also review the EU school scheme to enhance its
contribution to sustainable food consumption and in particular to strengthen educational
messages on the importance of healthy nutrition, sustainable food production and reducing
food waste.

COM (2020) 381 final of 20.5.2020

2.BUILDING THE FOOD CHAIN THAT WORKS FOR CONSUMERS, 
PRODUCERS, CLIMATE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

2.4.Promoting sustainable food consumption and facilitating the shift to healthy, sustainable diets
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https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1590404602495&uri=CELEX%3A52020DC0381


H2020 – European Green Deal

Key 
Value

ChainsLess 
Waste

More 
Value

Sustainable 
Product Policy Framework
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Safe by desing 

Sustainable 
consumption

Product as a serviceCircular cities and regions

Non toxic cycles

Less food waste 

More information on TOPIC 3:

https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-
innovation/strategy/european-green-deal/call/industry-clean-
and-circular-economy_en
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H2020 – European Green Deal

https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/strategy/european-green-deal/call/industry-clean-and-circular-economy_en


Energy intensive industries, such as steel, chemicals and cement are key to Europe’s economy, but they account for 20% of 
the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions. 

• R&I is proposed on innovative catalytic materials and technologies using renewable energy driven conversion of CO2 emissions into 
fuels, polymers and chemicals  from industrial waste gas emissions.

Systemic Solutions on local and regional levels as suitable for closing material loops and creating sustainable circular 
ecosystems (3 EU clusters)

• Engage, coordinate and facilitate the cooperation administrations, industry (including SMEs), 
scientific community and civil society (per clusters)

• Develop and demonstrate solutions to increase the circularity in key economic sectors (waste, 
water, food, feed, wood, bio-based value chains, textile, plastics, electrical and electronic 
equipment, construction and buildings) 

• Ensure the exchange of relevant information and experiences within and across clusters and also
with other actors not involved in the proposals.
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GPP Training activities
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• 14 training programs, in national language, 16 
hours each, 11 countries: 

Croatia, Cyprus, Hungary, Latvia, Poland, 
Portugal, Romania, Bulgaria, Estonia, Lithuania 
and Malta

• Activities are ongoing
• Training materials adapted to the national context 

available here

https://sustainable-procurement.org/trainingservices/


GPP Training activities
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• Total training sessions to date: 26
• Total training sessions remaining: 30
• Total participants: 327

• Some delays due to Covid 19  likely end in late 
2021



GPP Training activities
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• Feedback on the current activities?

• Continuation after 2021?

• Changes in the approach?



Life cycle assessment, Environmental footprint 
and Public Procurement directives
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• Study launched in April 2020: “Life cycle 
assessment and the environmental footprint 
methods in the context of the public procurement 
directives”
• Mapping of national rules on integration of life cycle 

assessment criteria
• Use of public procurement procedures that include 

LCA/EF criteria
• Best practice

• Final results: early 2021
angelika.tisch@ifz.at

Examples of LCA/EF criteria in tenders?  please contact



GPP TAIEX – EIR Peer 2 Peer
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2019
• 3-4 April, Helsinki - Finland
• 12 April, Vantaa – Finland
• 2 May, Prague - Czech Republic
• 27-28 May, Riga – Latvia
• 20-21 June, Rome – Italy
2020
• 24 September – Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovak 

Republic, Poland
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eir/p2p/index_en.htm
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Socially responsible PP

Updated guidance on socially responsible PP (2020):
• Update of key recommendations to the 2014 Directives
• New examples, recommendations on planning and contract management 
• Indicative timeframe: 

- Targeted public consultation launched in March 2020
- Consultation open for 12 weeks
- Publication in 2020 (?)

Making socially responsible public procurement 
work
71 good practice cases

Published in May 2020 
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Big Buyers initiative

• Promote collaboration between big public buyers in implementing strategic 
public procurement

• Pooling resources and demand (joint market dialogue and engagement)

Three working groups: 
• Electric vehicles (heavy duty electric vehicles) 
• Circular construction materials
• Zero emissions construction sites
Final event in October 2020

Continuation with ‘Big buyers for climate and environment’ initiative (CEAP) in 
the coming two years

https://sustainable-procurement.org/big-buyers-initiative/
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Urban Agenda – partnership on innovative and 
responsible PP

7 Actions:
1. Guidance on building city strategic procurement
2. Measuring spend and wider impact in European cities
3. Recommendation(s) for funding
4. Innovation procurement brokerage
5. Legal handbook innovative public procurement
6. A flexible concept for setting up and further development of Local 

Competence Centres
7. Competence building in circular procurement

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/node/2230 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGfeFLO4Pts

Deliverables available on:
https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/public-procurement/library

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGfeFLO4Pts
https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/public-procurement/library


Commission Decisions
establishing/prolonging the validity of EU 

Ecolabel criteria - State of play
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• - ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS 
• - PRINTED PAPER, STATIONERY PAPER AND   
• PAPER CARRIER BAG PRODUCTS
• - Decision prolonging the  validity of current EU Ecolabel Criteria for 

FOOTWEAR AND TEXTILE PRODUCTS until 2025
• Currently under scrutiny, adoption expected in November 2020

• - HARD COVERINGS
• Written vote to be launched end of September



EU Ecolabel criteria -
developments/revisions
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• - FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
• - RINSE-OFF COSMETIC PRODUCTS
• Work in progress. Criteria to be voted in April 2021

• - GROWING MEDIA, SOIL IMPROVERS & MULCH
• on line questionnaire for stakeholders available! 

https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/dc055c67-1287-9dd8-a70c-fc60f0a2ec54
• - ABSORBENT HYGIENE PRODUCTS
• Revisions starting in Q4 2020

•

https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/dc055c67-1287-9dd8-a70c-fc60f0a2ec54
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Events
• Environmental aspects in public procurement in Europe 

conference: 1-2.10.2020
• 18th European Week of Cities and Regions

• A more circular economy? The power of public procurement: 13.10.2020; 16:30-18:00
• Green Deal? Achieve it through procurement!: 14.10.2020; 11:30-13:00
• The power of sustainable procurement: 14.10.2020; 16:30-18:00
• Making Farm to Fork strategies work: 21.10.2020; 11:30-13:00
• Sustainable infrastructure for Europe: 22.10.2020; 11:30-13:00
• E-buses: from procurement to deployment: 14.10.2020; 14:30-15:30

• Conference on public procurement; Berlin, 21.10.2020
• International public procurement conference; Hungary, 

27.10.2020
• EU GPP helpdesk webinar on data centres: 10.11.2020; 11h-12h
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